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We will discuss recent political economy articles on institutional design, with
particular focus on electoral institutions in the first part, then fiscal institutions
(federalism versus centralization for example) in the second part, and international
organizations in the last part.

This is because questions about electoral reforms, fiscal regime reforms, and
international cooperation and conflict are three sets of questions that most political
economists are called to anser in this phase of history. Studying these three questions
we will also touch upon issues related to mobility, migration and inequality.

REQUIREMENTS
Students are expected to have completed a course in game theory as a prerequi-

site for enrollment.
Students will be evaluated on the basis of the following:

• paper proposal, containing an interesting question, description of feasible re-
sults to go after, and some preliminary analysis (70 percent);

• One paper presentation each, plus referee report of every paper (2 pages) to be
sent the day before class to every other class participant, so to stimulate the
discussion (30 percent). Given that there will be one main paper per class this
means 8 referee reports (since the first class is not included in this requirement
and last class is for discussion of paper proposals).

The paper should identify an interesting question and show that the attempted
answer is both sensible and feasible.

Paper proposal due on April 14.

SCHEDULE

• Feb 28: Electoral competition versus citizen candidate modelling, an intro-
duction. Background readings: Osborne and Slivinski QJE 1996; Besley and
Coate QJE 1997; Persson and Tabellini ”Political Economics explaining Eco-
nomic Policy” text, MIT press, introductory chapters; Grossman Helpman
textbook, introductory chapters.
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March 2: Morelli RES 2004, party formation and policy outcomes under dif-
ferent electoral systems presented by Morelli, plus paper by Bandyopadyai,
Chatterjee and Sjostrom presented by one student, with referee reports on
this due the evening before. Other potential reading is a JET paper by Gilat
Levy on party formation.

• March 7: Lizzeri and Persico, AER and Persson and Tabellini papers on public
good provision and rent seeking across electoral systems, presentation by one
student and referee reports on Lizzeri and Persico’s paper due the evening
before class (from now on implicit);

• March 9: Mattozzi and Yarichouer working paper on same topic;

• March 14: Fiscal centralization versus federalism: paper by Morelli and as-
signed working paper by Hatfield and Padro;

• March 16: Luque, Morelli Tavares new paper on fiscal union;

March 21 Immigration policies and under employment new papers;

• March 23 Maggi Morelli AER and follow-ups on international organizations;

• March 25: Fearon’s work on conflict onset (IO95, JCR 97, and recent papers),
with ref reports due on a specific new working paper;

• April 11: Presentations and discussion of all basic ideas for paper proposals.
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